Dossier Grading RubricStudent: __Sample___Criterion A: Planning (6 marks)The success criteria identified in criterion A will be used in criterion D to evaluate the effectiveness of the product.Marks 
Description
0
The response does not reach a standard described by the descriptorsbelow.
1-2
An appropriate scenario for investigation for an identified client is stated.The rationale for choosing the proposed product is identified. The criteriafor evaluating the success of the product are generally inappropriate.
3-4
An appropriate scenario for investigation for an identified client, providingevidence of consultation, is stated. The rationale for choosing the proposedproduct is partially explained and includes some appropriate criteria forevaluating the success of the product.
5-6
An appropriate scenario for investigation for an identified client, providingevidence of consultation, is described. The rationale for choosing theproposed product is justified and includes a range of appropriate criteriafor evaluating the success of the product.
5The student does have an appropriate scenario, and an identified client, and the appendix interview (along with my own conversations with the client) confirm this, but I would have like to see him more directly quote that interview here, and that  is enough to keep this part from a score of 6.The rationale is very good, and though the criteria for success are also good, they are not detailed enough for a 6.
Criterion B: Solution overview (6 marks)Student: ____________• The student must provide a record of tasks and a design overview that includes an outline test plan.• The Record of tasks form must be used.• The record of tasks and design overview must refer to the product proposed in criterion A.Marks DescriptionMarks
Description
0
The response does not reach a standard described by the descriptorsbelow.
1-2
The record of tasks and the design overview, including an outline test plan, are limited. From this information it is difficult to see how the product was developed.
3-4
The record of tasks and the design overview, including an outline test plan, are partially complete. They provide a basic understanding of how the product was developed.
5-6
The record of tasks and the design overview, including an outline test plan, are detailed and complete. From this information it is clear how the product was developed.
6The student did a great job of following my instructions for the planning of his product. He was thoroughly prepared for the programming when it got to that stage.
Criterion C: Development (12 marks)Student: ____________• The student must identify techniques used in developing the product.• The student must explain the techniques, with screenshots, that were used to develop the productidentified in criterion A, explaining why they have been used and why they are adequate for the task.Marks 
Description
0
The response does not reach a standard described by the descriptorsbelow.
1-4
The use of techniques demonstrates a low level of complexity andingenuity or does not address the scenario identified in criterion A. It ischaracterized by limited use of existing tools. There is no explanation ofwhy the techniques are used or how they are adequate for the task. Sourcesare used but are not identified.
5-8
The use of techniques demonstrates a moderate level of complexityand ingenuity in addressing the scenario identified in criterion A. It ischaracterized by some appropriate use of existing tools. There is someattempt to explain the techniques used and why they are adequate for thetask. All sources are identified.
9-12
The use of techniques demonstrates a high level of complexity andingenuity in addressing the scenario identified in criterion A. It ischaracterized by the appropriate use of existing tools. The techniques areadequate for the task and their use is explained. All sources are identified.
First of all, the word count for this was not included; I copied and pasted it and got around 900 words.11The student gets an 11 because he really did have a good, and appropriately complex algorithm for determining conflicts. It's not ingenious, and indeed does not go on for hundreds of lines, but it solves a problem beyond simple database features, and took him a while to figure out, and he did so with virtually no input from me. He did not use a linked list, as it was not necessary, and did not use ArrayList etc., as he did not know about it (see my general comments regarding this.) In fact the only thing keeping him from a 12 was not using a linked list; in spite of it not being necessary, he was taught it, and so could have used it.
Criterion D: Functionality and extensibility of product (4 marks)Student: ____________This criterion assesses the extent to which the product:• functions, as evidenced in the video• can be expanded and modified by future users as evidenced in the design and developmentdocumentation.Marks 
Description
0
The response does not reach a standard described by the descriptorsbelow.
1-2
The video shows that the product functions partially. Some expansion andmodification of the product is possible but difficult.
3-4
The video shows that the product functions well. Some expansion andmodifications of the product are straightforward.


3The product does function well, as I can attest from my own running of it. But the student could have done better with his commenting, particularly line-by-line in his "conflicts" algorithm, and how this could be improved should have also been clearer.
Criterion E: Evaluation (6 marks)Student: ____________• The student must evaluate the effectiveness of the product based on feedback from the client/adviser.This must include direct references to the success criteria identified in criterion A.• The student must recommend proposals for the future improvement of the product.Marks 
Description
0
The response does not reach a standard described by the descriptorsbelow.
1-2
There is a limited attempt to evaluate the product against the successcriteria identified in criterion A. There is limited evidence of feedback fromthe client/adviser and any recommendations for further improvement aretrivial or unrealistic.
3-4
The product is partially evaluated against the success criteria identified incriterion A including feedback from the client/adviser. Recommendationsfor further improvement of the product are largely realistic.
5-6
The product is fully evaluated against the success criteria identified incriterion A including feedback from the client/adviser. Recommendationsfor further improvement of the product are realistic.
Again, word count not included; it is 256.4I have to give a 4 here, not because of lack of "fully" and "realistic" but because, firstly, there confusion about whether or not the password protection is needed. And also I simply don't understand the second recommendation. Chances are that it is a good idea, but part of recommendations is the ability to properly communicate them in documentation, and that was not done. 
